
Investigative Reporting

8 LESSONS 64 MIN TOTAL

This intensive course will help you take advantage of 
Internet sources such as court cases, public data and 
news archives. It is designed to improve the efficiency 
and efficacy of your in-depth research.

Tools Used:
YouTube, Google Public Data Explorer, Google Search, 
Google Chrome, Google Earth



Advanced Search: 
Researching with 
precision
Simple tools and tips to help you get better 
results, faster.

LESSON 01



Lesson overview
Find exactly what you're looking for.

Journalists for publications all over the world use Google 
Search every day but many aren’t getting the most out of it.

By taking advantage of helpful features built right within 
Search, you’ll get better results, faster. Instead of typing 
paragraph-long search queries that generate irrelevant results, 
you can narrow or refine your searches to find more of what 
you’re actually looking for.

Take a look at our FAQs video on YouTube  Watch now

Search for this. Not that.

For better results, double up on modifiers.

Make it even easier with the Advanced Search tool.
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STEP 2 OF 4

Search for this. Not that.

Sometimes finding the specific information you need means filtering out what 
isn’t useful. Adding modifiers to your search is a powerful way to focus on just 
what you’re looking for.

Use site: to just search for keywords on the specific site 
you're interested in.

Use filetype: to just look for specific types of files like a 
.pdf or .xls file.

STEP 1 OF 4
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Use the - symbol to eliminate results of related words you 
may not be interested in.

To search for related sites, put related: in front of a web 
address.

STEP 4 OF 4

STEP 3 OF 4
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For better results, double up on modifiers.

To make your searches even more relevant, try combining 
search modifiers.

You can use any combination of site:, filetype: and - 
modifiers at the same time.

Search for filetypes such as Excel spreadsheets by typing 
in filetype:xls. To eliminate certain terms from your 
search, use the - sign.

SINGLE STEP
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Make it even easier with the Advanced Search 
tool.

Too hard to remember all these refinements? No problem. 

Check out the Advanced Search tool by going to the 
settings option at google.com and selecting Advanced 
Search.

STEP 1 OF 1
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Congratulations!
You completed “Advanced Search: Researching 
with precision.”

To continue building your digital journalism skills and work toward Google News 
Initiative certification, go to our Training Center website and take another lesson:
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7 min estimated time

Google Scholar: Access court 
cases, academic papers and 
sources
Quickly find hard facts and expert opinions.

http://g.co/newstraining
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Google Scholar: 
Access court cases, 
academic papers and 
sources
Quickly find hard facts and expert opinions.

LESSON 02



Lesson overview
A source for sources.

Google Scholar is a search tool that allows you to find and 
explore a wide array of scholarly literature. Accessible material 
includes articles, theses, books, abstracts and court opinions 
from academic publishers, professional societies, online 
repositories, universities and websites.

Finding literature to help tell your story.

Refining your results on the homepage.

Refining your results on the results page.
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Finding more information.4

Finding people to help tell your story.

Google Scholar citations.
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Finding literature to help tell your story.

Let’s say you’re doing a story about voter redistricting. 
Visit scholar.google.com and search for voter redistricting 
or simply redistricting. Your results will include relevant 
papers, opinions and studies from educators, lawyers and 
authors from all over the world.

SINGLE STEP
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STEP 2 OF 4

Refining your results on the homepage.

There are several ways to narrow your results and find helpful information.

To start, choose Articles and Case law (for the US). 

You can further narrow your search by choosing Federal or 
local courts.

STEP 1 OF 4
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To access a list of courts around the United States, click 
Select courts.

If you select Advanced Search in the menu, a window will 
appear that allows you to narrow your results using 
specific words, authors or dates.

STEP 4 OF 4

STEP 3 OF 4
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STEP 2 OF 4

Refining your results on the results page.

The results page also features various ways to narrow your results.

In the left column, click on the dropdown menu to choose 
between Articles and Case law.

For Case law, you can specify whether you want to search 
Federal or local court documents.

STEP 1 OF 4
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You can sort your results by date.

To refine your results by location, try searching your term 
with the area you’re interested in, (Redistricting, California, 
for example).

STEP 4 OF 4

STEP 3 OF 4
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STEP 2 OF 4

Finding more information.

Reading an entire article sometimes requires a subscription, but many are 
available as abstracts or summaries. There are a few ways to look for these: 

Click the library’s link to the right of the listing.

Under the result, click Versions or Related articles.

STEP 1 OF 4
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To explore additional results, click Related articles.

You can also click Cited by to look for more information.

STEP 4 OF 4

STEP 3 OF 4
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STEP 2 OF 5

Finding people to help tell your story.

You can use Google Scholar to find expert sources. For your article on voter 
redistricting, for example, you may want to quote or gain insight from someone 
who has researched the topic in depth.

If you find a useful result and the author’s name is 
underlined, click on it to see his or her user profile. 

The author’s profile will include additional articles written 
by the author and a list of topics he or she writes about.

STEP 1 OF 5
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By clicking on a topic on an author’s profile page, you can 
find other authors who cover it.

If a source seems particularly knowledgeable, and has 
provided a link to their personal site, click Homepage and 
you may be able to contact them for a quote or comment 
on your story.

You can also use the search bar in User Profiles to try to 
find additional relevant authors.

STEP 4 OF 5

STEP 5 OF 5

STEP 3 OF 5
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Google Scholar citations.

The My Profile button allows authors to track when and 
where their articles, opinions, research publications, etc. 
are cited. It should appear in upper lefthand corner of your 
browser, unless your window is very small. In that case, 
click Menu > My Profile.

If you have published scholarly articles or books, you can 
create a profile and monitor your own publications in 
Google Scholar, for example, this article on voter 
redistricting that appeared in an academic political 
science journal.

SINGLE STEP
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Google Scholar plugins.

Google offers some useful Scholar plugins for Chrome, 
Firefox and Safari that allow you to look up scholarly 
articles as you browse the web.

This extension adds a browser button to your window for 
easy access to Google Scholar from any web page.

Just highlight the title of the paper you’re reading and 
click the Scholar button to see results without leaving the 
window you’re viewing.

SINGLE STEP
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Congratulations!
You completed “Google Scholar: Access court 
cases, academic papers and sources.”

To continue building your digital journalism skills and work toward Google News 
Initiative certification, go to our Training Center website and take another lesson:

6 min estimated time

Public Data Explorer: Access a 
world of data

Use high-quality data sets to create 

compelling visuals.
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Public Data Explorer: 
Access a world of data
Use high-quality data sets to create compelling visuals.

LESSON 03



Lesson overview
Find and visualize high-quality data.

When you’re researching a story or on a tight deadline, finding 
quality datasets can be a roadblock. Google Public Data 
Explorer helps you find, interpret and share data to show how 
our world is changing.

It aggregates datasets from trusted sources and gives you 
simple tools to create sophisticated visualizations. With Google 
Public Data Explorer, you can monitor change over time, 
identify trends, compare metrics and strengthen your story 
using data.

A single source for quality data.

A library organized for fast, easy search.

Tell your story through charts, graphs or maps.
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STEP 2 OF 2

A single source for quality data.

With datasets from the World Bank, IMF, Eurostat and more, Public Data Explorer 
provides global statistics on the environment, economics, labor, health, 
education, poverty and more. You’ll also find more granular data from state and 
local governments, universities and nonprofits. So, whether your search is broad 
like “global CO2 emissions” or narrow like “high school dropout rates in Texas,” 
there’s a wealth of data to support your story.

Public Data Explorer can also help you uncover new data sources. 

To  learn when the data was published and who created it, 
click the blue links.

To go to the site where the dataset is hosted, and look for 
different file formats, click More Info.

STEP 1 OF 2
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STEP 2 OF 2

A library organized for fast, easy search.

The Google Public Data Explorer helps you search datasets and metrics by 
keywords as quickly as you would with Google Search.

A Dataset is a bundle of statistics created by a single data 
provider. For example, "Population of the United States," 
from the US Census Bureau, and "World Development 
Indicators," from the World Bank.

Metrics are statistics that are components of a larger 
dataset. These include topics like “population,” 
“unemployment rate,” and “GDP.” By default, search 
results appear in Metrics mode. You can switch modes by 
clicking Datasets on the left side of the page.

STEP 1 OF 2
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STEP 2 OF 4

Tell your story through charts, graphs or maps.

When it comes to statistics, visual representations can be powerful. In Google 
Public Data Explorer, the visualizations are dynamic, so you can watch them move 
over time, change topics, highlight different entries and alter the scale. You can 
easily publish a visualization with your story.

Select a visualization type (Line, bar, map, bubble).

Choose statistics to show, compare and filter.

STEP 1 OF 4
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In a bar, map or bubble chart, click Play to animate it 
over time. 

In a line chart, you’ll adjust the x-axis time range by sliding 
the tabs in the timeline.

STEP 4 OF 4

STEP 3 OF 4
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Congratulations!
You completed “Public Data Explorer: Access a 
world of data.”

To continue building your digital journalism skills and work toward Google News 
Initiative certification, go to our Training Center website and take another lesson:
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Google News Archive: 
Access the past

Discover historical digital publications and 

scanned newspapers.
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Google News Archive: 
Access the past

Discover historical digital publications and scanned 
newspapers.

LESSON 04



Lesson overview
Searching historical articles.

When you search for news in Google, you’ll get the most 
recent articles relevant to your query. But sometimes, you may 
need to see a topic’s coverage over time or find the most 
significant article rather than the most recent. 

Let’s say you’re doing a retrospective on NASA's ambitions for 
putting a man on Mars. You can trace how the story is unfolding 
using the news archives.

Articles from 2003 to the present.

Find stories before 2003.
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Articles from 2003 to the present.

Go to news.google.com and enter your query in the 
search box.

From the results page that appears, go to Tools just below 
the search box.

From the menu that appears, click Recent.

On the dropdown list, click Archive. Or, if you’d like to 
specify a date range, click Custom range.

Your results will be ranked by significance and may include 
stories as far back as 2003.

SINGLE STEP
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STEP 2 OF 2

Find stories before 2003.

You’ve surveyed stories as far back as 2003, but how do you get to 1995? There 
are two ways to perform your research. The first is your regular Google Web 
Search. Just note that it doesn’t support custom date ranges earlier than 1970 or 
link to content behind a paywall.

To find stories from 1995 or before, you can search for scanned newspaper 
articles.

Go to google.com and type in 
site:google.com/newspapers, followed by the search 
terms you’d like to use. 

For example, site:google.com/newspapers NASA putting 
man on Mars. This should yield any scanned articles on 
your topic.

STEP 1 OF 2
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Congratulations!
You completed “Google News Archive: Access 
the past”

To continue building your digital journalism skills and work toward Google News 
Initiative certification, go to our Training Center website and take another lesson:
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Verification: Advanced reverse 
image search

How to separate genuine eyewitness accounts 

from misattributed content.
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Verification: Advanced 
reverse image search
How to separate genuine eyewitness accounts from 
misattributed content.

LESSON 05



Lesson overview
Search by image.

When newsworthy footage emerges online, numerous copies 
will quickly follow in the race to claim ownership and 
accumulate views. Reverse image search is the quickest and 
easiest verification step and should always be the first check 
you run. 

For example, if you were writing a story on ivory poaching and 
wanted to verify a post that depicts a recent increase in 
orphaned baby elephants in Nairobi National Park, you could 
start with a reverse image search.

Uncovering your image's backstory.

Image fact-checking 101.

Multiple images and video thumbnails.
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STEP 2 OF 2

Uncovering your image's backstory.

Knowing all the places a photo has been used or finding images that are similar to 
it can help you verify its source and authenticity. There are two easy ways to learn 
more about images online.

In Google Chrome, right click any image and select 
Search Google for image.

In other browsers, go to images.google.com, click on the 
camera icon, and either upload the image from your 
computer, or input the image URL to search for it.

STEP 1 OF 2
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STEP 2 OF 3

Image fact-checking 101.

Once you’ve searched by image, you can do some research to see when and 
where it’s been published.

To filter your results by date, click on Tools.

Select Time to set your parameters, which range from the 
past hour to the past year to custom dates. 

STEP 1 OF 3
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Continue to refine your results until you find the earliest 
date the photo appears.  

STEP 3 OF 3
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STEP 2 OF 3

Multiple images and video thumbnails.

Many of the same images circulate after major events like natural disasters, riots 
and airline crashes, so finding original news reports will help to identify 
misattributed content. 

If you’ve saved the image to your computer, click the 
camera icon on the Google Images homepage, select 
Upload an image and then Choose File.

Google will suggest a Best Guess search term to 
accompany your image. 

STEP 1 OF 3
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Scroll down to show pages that include matching images.

When you are working to verify a video, try running a 
reverse image search of the video thumbnail to see if an 
earlier version of the same video exists online.

STEP 3 OF 3
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Reverse Image Search on mobile.

With the Google Chrome app installed on your 
smartphone, you can verify on the fly.  

Maybe you’re in the field when you get a breaking news 
alert about a drug bust that you want to investigate 
immediately. You can perform a reverse image search 
right on your phone. 

Press on the image until the pop-up dialog box appears, 
then select Search Google For This Image. 

To learn more about reverse image search, check out our 
FAQ video on YouTube.

SINGLE STEP
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Congratulations!
You completed “Verification: Advanced reverse 
image search.”

To continue building your digital journalism skills and work toward Google News 
Initiative certification, go to our Training Center website and take another lesson:

12 min estimated time

Verification: Chrome Plugins and 
Extensions

How to speed up the verification process 

using Google Chrome.
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Verification: Chrome 
Plugins and Extensions

How to speed up the verification process using 
Google Chrome.

LESSON 06



Lesson overview

Personalize your plugins and extensions.

Journalists’ favorite Chrome extensions.

Use Google Translate to translate web text.
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How to make Chrome your default browser.

Amnesty International's YouTube DataViewer.
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Make your browser work harder.

From terrorist propaganda to celebrity hoaxes, social media is 
full of manipulated or misleading content. With the right 
extensions installed, Google Chrome becomes a verification 
dashboard that helps you investigate, debunk or confirm the 
authenticity of a photograph or video.
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STEP 2 OF 3

Personalize your plugins and extensions.

With Google Chrome, you can  personalize your extensions, settings, bookmarks 
or themes. They’ll be synced to your user account, so you can access an identical 
experience when you login from any device with Chrome installed. It’s an 
invaluable tool for journalists who are always on the move.

To install an extension, go to the Google Chrome Web 
Store at chrome.google.com/webstore 

Find the extension you want and click Add to Chrome.

STEP 1 OF 3
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Then install it by clicking Add extension.

STEP 3 OF 3
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STEP 2 OF 2

Journalists’ favorite Chrome extensions. 

A tool called Send to Exif viewer is favored for its 
accuracy, detail and ease of use. You can upload a photo 
directly to the site here or install the Chrome extension 
Send to Exif viewer for maximum efficiency.

With the extension installed, you can simply right click on 
an image and select Send to image metadata viewer to 
see the time, date and location data of the point of 
capture. Since most social networks strip out EXIF data, 
this information may not always be available — but it’s 
usually a good place to start.

STEP 1 OF 2
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STEP 2 OF 3

Use Google Translate to translate web text.

Install the Google Translate Chrome extension to make 
translating individual words or phrases on a web page 
easier. 

Highlight any section of text in a different language. 

STEP 1 OF 3
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Click the icon and a pop-up box will appear, showing the 
identified language and suggested translation. 

STEP 3 OF 3
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How to make Chrome your default browser.

Once you’ve customized Chrome with tools and resources 
to empower your reporting, you might want to make it 
your default browser. 

To do so, check out the Google Chrome support page, 
here.

SINGLE STEP
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STEP 2 OF 2

Amnesty International's YouTube DataViewer.

This helpful verification tool was developed by Amnesty 
International’s Citizen Evidence Lab. In one simple search, 
you can find the exact upload time for any video by 
copying and pasting its URL. Times are shown in UTC 
(Universal Time), but by using a date and time converter, 
you can calculate the time at the given location.

For verification purposes, remember that the upload time 
is often later than the time the video was shot. 

STEP 1  OF 2
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Congratulations!
You completed “Verification: Chrome Plugins and 
Extensions.”

To continue building your digital journalism skills and work toward Google News 
Initiative certification, go to our Training Center website and take another lesson:

5 min estimated time

Google Earth: Pinpoint 
eyewitness locations

Find out where a photo was taken and when it 

was uploaded.
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Google Earth: Pinpoint 
eyewitness locations
Find out where a photo was taken and when it was 
uploaded.

LESSON 07



Lesson overview
Get to know Google Earth.

To successfully verify a photograph or video you need to 
confirm where it was captured, when it was captured and who 
captured it. 

An interactive virtual globe, Google Earth can quickly help you 
complete the first step of establishing location.  
 
Newsworthy images that emerge in social media often contain 
visual clues such as buildings or landmarks, that will help you 
establish the location. However, images captured in remote or 
rural areas present more of a challenge.

To begin your verification process, download the latest version 
of Google Earth:
https://earth.google.com/

Prepare for takeoff.

Look for visual clues.

Use layers to modify your view.
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Pinpoint your location.

Examine image data.
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STEP 2 OF 3

Prepare for takeoff.

After you’ve installed Google Earth, the first thing you’ll want to do is “fly” to the 
region where you think the media in question came from. Type the name of the 
country, town, city or even landmark into Google Earth and it will will swoop the 
satellite view to that location. The more specific you can be, the better. 

Let’s say you’re working on a story about Southern 
California wildfires and found a photo on Twitter that 
purports to be taken in Los Angeles near Griffith Park.

Type Griffith Park into your Google Earth search box to 
begin.

STEP 1 OF 3
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Google Earth will zoom you in to start looking for clues.

STEP 3 OF 3
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STEP 2 OF 2

Look for visual clues.

Now that you’ve got Google Earth up and running, it’s time to return to your video 
or photo and study it carefully for visual clues that will help you narrow down the 
location. 

Landmarks, signage, distinctive buildings, roads, abrupt changes in elevation, 
water features, wide open spaces, green spaces...make a list of all the elements 
you see in your region. It can also be helpful to print stills or take screen shots to 
compare to Google Earth imagery. 

In this case, we’re looking for areas of Griffith Park that 
parallel the Los Angeles River. We’re also looking for a 
pedestrian bridge that crosses a major street. 

Use the slider to zoom in until features on the landscape 
are visible, then click and drag to explore the surrounding 
area.

STEP 1 OF 2
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Use layers to modify your view.

The Layers panel in Google Earth allows you to choose 
what kind of information you'd like display in your 3D 
viewer. Emphasizing different features may further your 
quest to pinpoint a location. 

Selecting and deselecting a checkbox next to particular 
layer turns it on or off. For example, turning on the Roads 
layer will display main highways with yellow lines and 
minor roads with white lines, along with street names. Turn 
it off, and this information becomes invisible.

SINGLE STEP
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STEP 2 OF 3

Pinpoint your location.

Once you’re in the correct vicinity, you can zoom in to try and match up the 
Google Earth view with your news image.  

To learn more about imagery and collection dates, click here.

Double click on any point to zoom in for a close look. Use 
the top right navigation arrows to tilt the view and change 
your perspective.

If you zoom in too close, click Exit Street View in the top 
right corner of the screen to pull back to a wider shot. 

STEP 1 OF 3
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Once you’ve found a precise location match you can move 
on to additional methods of verifying such as date or 
author, if they are relevant. 

STEP 3 OF 3
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Examine image data.

All digital images contain EXIF data; information gathered 
by the device at the point of capture, such as time, date, 
latitude and longitude coordinates. Entering these 
coordinates into Google Earth will take you straight to 
where the photograph was taken.
 
However, most social networks and messaging apps strip 
out EXIF data, so always ask a source to email you the 
original image so that you can extract the EXIF data 
yourself. There are many tools you can use for this task, 
including this one.
 
To learn more about using Google Earth for verification, 
watch this case study from First Draft.

To see the full suite of Google Earth tutorials, click here.

SINGLE STEP
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Congratulations!
You completed “Google Earth: Pinpoint 
eyewitness locations.”

To continue building your digital journalism skills and work toward Google News 
Initiative certification, go to our Training Center website and take another lesson:

15 min estimated time

Google Historical Imagery: 
Google Earth Pro, Maps and 
Timelapse

Look back in time almost anywhere in 

the world.
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Google Historical 
Imagery: Google 
Earth Pro, Maps and 
Timelapse
Look back in time almost anywhere in the world.

LESSON 08



Lesson overview
History tells a story.

Sometimes the best way to explain the present is to explore the 
past. Google Earth Pro, Google Maps and Google Landsat 
Timelapse all allow you to access years of satellite, aerial and 
Street View imagery, which are an effective tool for 
demonstrating the development of cities, damage from natural 
disasters and changes in landscape over time.

Exploring history on Google Earth Pro.

Exporting still images and video.

View streets of the past on Google Maps.
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Moving through time.

Google Earth Engine: Landsat Timelapse.
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Sharing a timelapse.6

Creating a custom timelapse.7
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STEP 2 OF 3

Exploring history on Google Earth Pro.

Google Earth Pro’s Historical Imagery feature is an easy way to go back in time. 
Let’s say you want to show the history of renovations to Rio de Janeiro’s 
Maracanã Stadium:

Type the stadium’s name in the search window and fly to 
the location.

You’ll first see the freshest or highest quality imagery 
available. Now click the clock icon in the top menu and a 
time slider will appear, displaying a notch for every piece 
of imagery available for this view.
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Move the slider all the way to the right to see if any fresher 
imagery is available, and move it to the left to see imagery 
from the past. The day, month and year of each piece of 
imagery is displayed within the slider. Coverage and 
availability of images will vary depending on the location.
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STEP 2 OF 4

Exporting still images and video.

Google Earth Pro also allows you to create and export HD tour videos for use in 
your stories. See our tutorials for Google Earth Pro and Google Earth Pro: Export 
High Resolution Images to learn more.

In Google Earth Pro, you can save and export 
high-resolution JPGs of these historical images by going 
to File, Save, then Save Image. 

Buttons will appear above the map that allow you to 
choose the resolution of your images and keep or remove 
various elements on the map.
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Then click Save image.

Finally, name your file and click Save.
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STEP 2 OF 2

View streets of the past on Google Maps.

Similar to historical satellite imagery in Google Earth, Google Maps for desktop 
allows you to access historical Street View panoramas gathered from Street View 
collections dating back to 2007.

Let’s say you’re doing a story on the reconstruction of Onagawa, Japan after the 
2011 earthquake and tsunami.

First, type Onagawa in the search bar to fly there. Then, to 
enter Street View in Google Maps, grab the Pegman and 
drag him to one of the blue lines on the map (blue lines 
indicate where Street View is available on the map). 

When you first enter this mode, you’ll see the freshest, 
highest quality panorama available for that spot.
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Moving through time.

Now look for the clock icon in the upper left of the map, 
which indicates that historical panoramas are available 
(since coverage varies, you will not always see the clock). 
Use the slider to toggle on different panoramas, marked 
with the month and year each was collected.

To see a larger view of the selected panorama, click the 
magnifying glass icon.

If you would like to use available imagery for your story, for 
example, in a photo slideshow, video, or GIF, use your 
computer’s screen capture feature to save the needed 
image. Remember to credit the imagery to Google Maps 
Street View (visit google.com/permissions or see our 
Permissions tutorial for details).
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STEP 2 OF 4

Google Earth Engine: Landsat Timelapse.

A Timelapse map can be a powerful accompaniment to coverage of local, 
environmental or science-related issues. Working closely with the USGS and 
NASA, Google released more than a quarter-century of images of Earth taken 
from space, compiled into an interactive time-lapse map that allows viewers to 
watch change across the entire planet’s surface beginning as early as 1984.

Visit earthengine.google.com/timelapse

Click through the thumbnails of phenomenon such as the 
sprouting of Dubai’s artificial Palm Islands, the retreat of 
Alaska’s Columbia Glacier, the deforestation of the 
Brazilian Amazon and urban growth in Las Vegas.
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When viewing these areas, remember that Timelapse is an 
interactive map, so you can pan and zoom just as you 
would on Google Maps.

You can also use the map’s search bar to view a location 
other than those featured on the homepage.
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STEP 2 OF 2

Sharing a timelapse.

The Share button below the map generates a link you can 
use to share the map and embed it on your website. 

The link and embed will take viewers to the same area of 
the map you were viewing when you clicked Share.
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STEP 2 OF 3

Creating a custom timelapse.

Instead of showing one static area through the years, you can customize your 
map to travel in various directions over time. Use this timelapse editor, developed 
by Carnegie Mellon’s CREATE Lab, which allows you to fly to the locations you 
want to highlight and add keyframes at each stop. Let’s say you’re doing a story 
on the effects of irrigation in Saudi Arabia, and you’d like to show the change and 
expansion of the landscape as more water is introduced.

Start your tour above the irrigation fields, and add a 
keyframe. Now let’s go in closer and add another 
keyframe, and move north so the camera reveals 
additional irrigation fields and add one more keyframe.

Click Play Tour to see your finished map. You can set loop 
and duration information for each key frame in the 
transition panels.
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When you’re ready to share or embed this tour on your 
website, just click Share. The link above includes more 
options for customization.
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Congratulations!
You completed “Google Historical Imagery: 
Google Earth Pro, Maps and Timelapse.”

To continue building your digital journalism skills and work toward Google News 
Initiative certification, go to our Training Center website and take another lesson.
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